
Answers to Questions from Gina 
What would be the ideal new customer that you like to work with. What are the company attributes 
that you need to see that make for a good client? 

Great packaging, great tasting product and it helps to show some established retailers offering your 
product. We love it when the vendor partners with us and gives us some of their accounts to begin to 
build on our foundation. Unlike larger National Distributors, we do not chargeback the vendor when 
we’ve had product sit too long in our warehouse. We want the type of partnership with the vendor who 
provides samples, partnering with us on social media, offering Promos or target particular customers 
with offering Demos. When you move existing customers over to a small distributor, you should still not 
cease the relationship you had with the retailer, it will just look different than it was.   

How does a small business connect with a Distributor?  

Very patiently….. In business it’s good to know your client that you want to sell to. Do your research. 
Talk to existing retailers that may work with that distributor. Do your homework so not to waste the 
buyers time and yours with sending in samples of product that may not fit the distributor you are 
presenting to.  

Example: we get brokers calling and sending samples of import products and we are not the type of 
distributor that has national chain distribution. So do your homework and find the Distributor partner 
that fits your brand the best. In this post pandemic era we are in, patience is key and not overly 
aggressive. Everyone is short on labor and a Distributor is no different. Also know that they will start 
small in many cases unless they have an anchor account that wants your product.    

 

Lisa ask- How to know how many “follow up” calls/emails are too many (even when they contacted 
you first and kept the conversation going for months). All Forms, tax info, pricing given and still 
chasing…. If I stop, do they think I am not interested? Is this normal and I should keep at it? 

Most of the time the procurement process happening with a start up brand with a Distributor is all 
about the customer that is either reviewing a category or the buyer receiving a sample that intrigued 
them or even a large account requesting they add a brand. There are multiple reasons, short labor and 
it’s not a priority, review is still pending, (give ex of Chain accounts that are never on schedule with their 
review by category. There could be a buyer change and you start all over.  After a point of multiple 
emails/calls that are more frequent I would do the monthly touch base and ask if the timing is good to 
review the brand now. After no word or response, it’s not right that you are ghosted but I’d move on 
and go chase another lead and perhaps mark your calendar to revisit in 6 months.   

We normally work very closely with our retailers on product education and marketing, but this is made 
more complex on those accounts with a distributor in the middle. What would be your advice on 
retaining that personal touch and ensuring our product stands out on the distributors offering sheet? 

If your budget allows, ask for the mailing list for all of their sales reps and send them a sample and info, 
also offer to ride along. That is not always convenient any more in a post pandemic time but I encourage 
the vendor to check in with their retailer and ask how the product is doing and how can you help create 



more excitement about your brand through promoting (if the distributor is not offering) or providing a 
free sample. Checking in periodically is good for both retailer and distributor. You never know when 
another product like yours is right around the corner and could replace you due to slow sales. This 
happens more with the chain accounts as they do periodic reviews, however, if you are not offering 
promotions to the Distributor that you know they are passing on to the retailer then many buyers won’t 
take a chance on a new brands unless you give them a reason. Sale!! 

If you do not have the funds with working tight on Distributor pricing then ask the Distributor if they will 
share the promo with you. You contribute 5 or 10 and they contribute. I would always chose the path of 
a scan to promote because then you are only discounting what actually goes through the register and 
not the entire order the Distributor brings in.  

What is the average going rate / cut for distributors?   

First you must evaluate who the Distributor is and find out what all they require. Get their Routing guide 
is the best way 

To understand that. Margins tend to vary between 20-25%. We have a brand that we agreed to work on 
for 15% 

But the brand had an anchor chain account and the history of volume on this brand was over a million so 
we 

Agreed to work tight because the sales were larger and gave us bigger profit.  

Be wary of Distributors that want much less because they may have other cost you must cover like free 
fills or  

marketing money to put in their sales flyers or newsletters. Always 

Know all the cost associated with doing business with a Distributor.  

A Distributor would shoot for average profit margin between 17-19. If your product is in a chain account, 
there are many 

 Supporting factors that apply. Does the Account want a free fill. Does the account need 4 promos a 
year.  

What type of product also dictates the cost of doing business. Like is the product shelf stable, does it 
need special care 

 like refrigerated or frozen. Is the packaging able to withstand multiple handling and if not that is a cost 
to the Distributor  

and will need higher margins.  

Financial Agreements with Distributors- percentage, flat rate, payment terms, etc... 

That varies with how big or how small they are. As a small local dist, we were forced to put a vendor 
agreement together 



Strictly for a national brand that required us to have an agreement. Always ask and know what their 
Routing Guide 

Or Vendor requirements consist of so you have no surprises when they start deducting from your 
invoice. 

Lastly, Vendors should know that not every brand is right for Distribution early in their journey but 
persistence and determination  

With believing in their product will help them get there. It may take a year or more working directly with 
small retailers, getting  

Great feedback on what the market shows you. These small steps in the beginning will help you with 
branding, how you market  

Your brand and scaling up organically.   

Local Distributors from Lindsay 
B&B Pecan Distribution (shelf-stable products) 

Blue Mountain Distribution (refrigerated and shelf-stable products) 

 


